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Now, about this tower-to-the-moon
business... Ne have gone ahead on
this and selected the back yard of
Carl Brandon’s place as the site
on which the Tower will be erected.
A survey of the site and some
shrewd calculations have led to
a few rather startling conclusions.
First, we decided to figure out
Just how high the Tower will have
to be, which of course means we
had to find out how high the moon
is. I took a course in astronomy
last year at college, you see, and
I suggested that we try the tri
angulation method of determining
the height. Well, the moon looked
to be about 6c feet away from us,
directly above a point at the rear
of the yard. It was about 40 feet
t» that point, and the angle at »ur
feet was about 2® degrees (figured
by the ascension of the moon).
That gave us side-angle-side. Fig
uring roughly, that works out to
an approximate height of 15 tr 20
feet for the moon (at that tiro*
only, of course...but that’s the
only time when the moin is directly
above Carl's buck yard anyway).

Let's say 20 feet for the height of
the Tower (and of course we’ll work
is out more precisely later, since
if it’s too high the moon will
topple it over as it passes), now,
we'll need a good bas • for the
Tower (Carl has suggested a pyramid
shape). Carl says it will take

John Champion writes me that he
is planning to issue nan index of
books reviewed in ASF, Galaxy, and
N&SF for the past six years, to
sell for 53(*rt I think this is
*.*rong Thinking. Nho wants an index
of books which, for the most part,
have been poor sellers and are cur
rently selling at $1 a copy from
various hucksters and book sellers,
or which have been sent thru Science
Fiction Book Club at the same price;
especially when 3F Bk Club sends
you free circulars which review the
tom-s they distribute and/or the
hucksters mail out circulars which
review their wares. Why pay -5Cd
for an index of thes^. reviews? This,
I feel, will do Science Fiction
little good. What Mr. Champion
should do is to embark on a Construc
tive Project which will Further S-F.

Thruout fandom's history, there have
been numerous projects and indexing
works. Indexes of all of the pro
zines, an index of stfsy in mundane
mags, an index of fantastic litera
ture in books, an index of fanzines
published, and so on. It is definite
ly surprising that the fans who have
eagerly accumulated and read stfsy
have not even attempted to produce
an index which would prove to be of
definite worth and importance to the
field, and which would award the
labors of the compilers and pub
lisher with egoboo, fame and riches.
What we need is an index of Sex in
Science Fiction.' For too long has

about 2,000 cans to build a strong pyramid. And frankly, we arc not even ap
proaching this figure. But we have vowed that we will Bo Better In The Suture.
We will step up our production of empty bheer cans J In this mad race between
our country and Another, we must be first on the moon J Since we are great
believers in Private Bnterprise, we shall stand by our convictions and be more
enterprising in our drinking.
Mow, as to the size of the moon. At a distance of 60 feet, its apparent diameter
is six inches. I’d say (though I haven’t as yet worked it out mathematically)
that it would really be about six feet in diameter. Bob was dubious as to the
use in reaching such a small object in the sky...he even went so far as suggest
ing a discontinuation of the Tower project and concentration on harpooning the
moon with a churchkey, bring the mountain to Mohammed as it were. I think,
however, that no matter how small the moon may be, it will afford us an Advan
tageous Position, and therefore is a worthwhile target for the Tower project.
Besides, we have done so much hard work preparing empty cans fer the Tower that
it would be a shame to quit now.

B<b suggested another alternate plan, which is genius-like in its simplicity.
He suggests changing the. target to the sun, which he says rises just over the
house across the street from him, every morning* His plan calls for a volunteer
(he would not volunteer himself) to climb to the roof of the house and mount
the sua at the beginning of its ascent. Ve thought at first that the heat of
the sun would be prohibitive, but he reminded us that the heat at that time is
only 5'T or 6r' degrees, quite comfortable. Of course, we would have to check
weather forecasts and pick a chilly day for the experiment, since around high
noon it gets pretty hot and it would be rather disconcerting to have to jump
from such a great height.

However, I consider the Tower to the Moon project as potentially much more
fruitful, since we would have access to the moon in all sorts of weather (al
though only at night, of course). But bob’s suggestion merits serious con
sideration.
l

In the next Inn we will have a trublu fannish comic strip for the large percentage
of our readership who would rather look at pitchers than bother with printed
matter. It will center around a young trufan, his trials, aspirations, &cotera.
However, we find ourselves singularly (or doubly) uninspired as tc a name for
this fellow, hence wo are announcing a Big Contest. Ye need a name* which will
just ooze trufannishness; a sensitive, fannish moniker...whoever suggests the
best name will win our Big Contest. Innuendo, of course, is not cliche-ridden
...we are forever introducing daring new thought-variants, and such is the case
here. Our contest is Different J It is Radical, Imaginative! In other words,
ther<? will be no prizes.

But we hope you’ll suggest a sensitive fannish name anyway.
— Terry Carr

this field been neglected by all but the shy pornographers who would purchase
the first issue of Universe, or Marvel Tales along with copies of ,Spioy. Detective,
Horror Stories, and the like. Khat we need is a work to bring long-needed
recognition to S-F. To give it its proper place in world literature. For too
long have the pap-for-the-masses sex stories as personified in a slew of mediocre
paperbacks held sway over the field that is rightfully that of Science Jicuion.
There are undoubtedly a multitude of connoisseurs who would virtually drool at
the mere thot of anticipating such an Index. Humorous collectors who never
peered inside their periodicals save for art pose anthologies would eagerly
purchase copies of the Index, desiring to read up on their favorite specialty.
The Index would detail stories and articles and the like according to the acts
performed therein. A section for sadism, another for masochism, incest, necro
philia, fornication, sodomy, and the like. A delight to stimulate everyone.
Along with this section would be a sampling of typical and enticing quotes from
representative yarns. There would also be a comprehensive listing of authors
whose works are listed in the Index, with speoial emphasis on the more prolific,
and likewise one for the periodicals in which the various and sundry stories,
articles, and the like appeared.
Sample copies of the Index, sent out to hucksters, publishers and the like should
draw an immediate response of large orders from them, for they will be quick to
realise that a copy of the Index, included with a price list, which 'ill jusu
happen to list magazines containing stories which^are^presented in the Index,
will result in an instant increase of sales and ^resistance from the fans to
their outrageous prices. xhiblishers will jump onto the banc.wa.gon and issueanthology after anthology containing the best stories which appeared in the
Index. Sales of back issue mags will thrive, as will those of reprint mags
and hardcover hooks. A quarterly review could b“ issue to keep the fans up on
contemporary S-F and the sex therein. The long-sought-!or true recognition for
the stories of yore, those thrilling enics with that intangible "Sense of Yonder"
would be had, and Science Fiction would enter its golden age cf acceptance by
the people and as the literature of the world. Hugo Gernsbach would once oora
embark upon publishing a SF magazine, this time entitled Science Fiction Plus
c/w Sexology c/w Scientific Sxrerimentor.

An Index of Bool's Iteviewed in ASF, Galaxy, and Fc.SF

bah

The foreward to the Fancyclopedia tells something of its origins, and this
part of the article is only intended to fill that in.

It was natural that i "became interested in this kind of project at the time
i did. I had "been strongly stefistic almost from my entry upon the scene, being
fascinated by the aspects of fandom as a society, as distinguished from its re
lation to fantasy fiction. By the end of the thirties, the microcosm had lasted
long enuf to have acquired a considerable body of special lore, understanding of
which enabled the veterans to feel superior to the barbarians. As a fannish
veteran, i could both gratify this sense of superiority, and do the neophytes a
favor, by explaining things to them.
I had already put my hand to the consecutive treatment of fandom, in Up to
How (1939) and a simplified history some years after. That kind of presentation
has its own advantages, especially for- the person who knows little about the '
field. But most readers are waist-deep in fandom before they come upon such a
work anyhow. There seemed little point in tairing up their time with facts they
already know (which would have to be inserted in a book intended to be read, from
beginning to end by raw newcomers as well as the more established), and when
there is somethin..; they do want to know — maybe they have just caught an allus
ion to "unendurable ecstasy indefinitely prolonged" for example — they should
be able to find out about it without reading a whole book. Moreover, many things,
such as the phrase just quoted, cannot be explained in a consecutive account
like The Immortal Storm (which appeared 'later, you understand) without inter
rupting the narrative.

For these and similar reasons, th? encyclopedia or dietionary method of ar
ranging the material appealed to me (but i must say that i think many of the orig
inal purchases of Fancyclopedia read it straight thru), and i probably first
suggested to someone, -Why doesn't somebody publish an encyclopedic dictionary of
fandom?11 before i thought very seriously of doing it myself.
But there are various kinds of encyclopedias. From working with both the
Encyclopedia Britannica, which features long articles, arid an encyclopedia sim
ilar to the Columbia, i had developed a strong predisposition toward the shortarticle treatment, which tells a man ouickly what he wants to’know. Applying
this method to the Fancyclopedia may have been ill advised at times; perhaps a
skeleton of the history of fandom should have been collected under "History" in
stead of remitting the reader to "Second Transition", "Third Fandom.", etc. But
generally, i still prefer th? use of a large number of short articles to a smaller
number of longer ones.

Elmer Perdue has mentioned some stencils for Fancyclopedia that he saw.
fhese were never published- They were cut in the winter of 1939-^0, without any
rough draft or other guide except a compilation of the headings which i contem
plated covering. I typed a few pages in this manner, but the project was too
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"big to undertake in that manner.

The name Fancyclopedia was suggested b; Phil Bronson, i believe, about the
time that it was adopted as an 1TFFF project. Though doubt remained as to whether
it would actually be published, i went at the preperation of the manuscript
with more feeling of responsibility.
My method of assuring complete coverage of my subject was to begin by writ
ing the articles about the broadest
topics, fantasy and activity, and
then go thru these articles and
write other articles about each tern
used in them that seemed to call for
further explanation. For example,
in describing fantasy, i natureally
used the expressions science-fiction
weird fiction, and cure fantasy.
Then in the article on science—fict
ion, such words as extrapalation would
appear (sometimes they were deliber
ately employed), about which a sep
arate paragraph would be written
later and placed in the appropriate
alphabetical location afterward. The
result of this method was that i
omitted thru oversight almost nothing
that I wanted to cover, under the
theory of the work.
It would b- hard to say for how many revolutions this s-.iral was continued.
I would go thru th- 1 ngth.-ning manuscript, typing n w article, th-n go thru
th* new articles to wick up additional terms that needed explanation, and sc on,
and every time i added articles, i would comb • them .for additional subjects.
Eventually, however, th= volume of now subjects thus suggested tapered down.
~ also went thru the entire typescri* t a time or two, both to c-.ange tne wcic.ing,
and to 'ick up an; thing i had o-werlooke^. that should be expounded.
When the first sta. e of the work was finished, i clipped a -art the articles
that i had thus written, on split sheets, and scotohtaped them together again
in alphabetical, order. The long slender strings of typing were wound on a number
of rollike pieces of cardboard, something like an ancient parchment. From tneso
scrolls i typed on split sheets, one column wide, an original and carbon of the
basic tynescri't. if ter it was first presented to other eyes, a few changes
were made in this, chiefly the insertion of avoidances which i had careful.;
catalogued.

This first *resentation was on a tri’ to -lev/ rork m midwar, during which
Boc Lowndes and. Julius Unger examined parts of it. Unger seemed to want to
publish it himself, something which i niin’t fancy because of the.-carelessness
v'itl which he produced FFF, but the burden of his argument was tnat i should
turn out a larger first edition than i had planned. I yielded on that to some
extent. Unger also publishes. in advance the article on the Cosmic viiclc,
v.’hich i wrote after the ms vras circulating to its critics (Legler was in his
prime at this time,.

The manu sc ri o t (by whicn i mean typescript), crudely pinned togotnui, < as
nut in circulation, roundrobinwise, to the varied critics named m ~ne lorewcrd.
I was worried about its getting lost, but the postcffice refused to register it,
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'because of the pin. Most of th® critics kept it for some time but made little
comment cn it. The Futtirians, apparently, made some pencil notations of
ambiguous import, perhaps inten.ee. to be explained in a letter (for one thigg,
i think they v»ere going to make some protest about the charming little item
regarding psychiatrists’ vacations). But the only letter i saw from them
was from b’ollheim to Ackerman, the next man on th? chain, forwarding th? ms
and denouncing the puny attempts at humor in it, because they proceeded
from such a fascist mentality as min®. Ackerman gave me a gocti letter of
criticism on the manuscript.
I had expect® . to sent it to Bronson for stencilling, but as my projected
departure overseas was held up by some snafu, i had time before leaving
Washington to cut the stencils myself. This enabled me to make a number of
minor changes i would not have done otherwise, and it avoided the possibility
of mistakes for which someone ®ls® would b® to blame.

,
>

I had fillers. out each line of the ms with nulls so i could justify the
right-hand margins, and i did this, though changes in ’-ording sometimes
threw the justification off (and with nonstooaragrafing, th®. difference
carried over from paragraf to paragraf). On? thing i was not aware of was
that my cerflu v?s not working as well as it should have been. After i saw
the result, i felt like revoking my poem in praise of obliterine.

Sometime early in l';4-r, the stencils were finishe
and i sent then off
to Bronson. Tn? r-st is on record’. Bronson’s gafiapathy, Daugherty’s
Santa I.onica blitzkrieg to get th? stencils, Ackerman’s slavedriving of
himself and others to g®t it reproduce?, and assembled, while his social
world crashed a.':out his ears. At th® suggestion of Laney, i believe, the
finished product was bound in heavy paper sc that it could be mailed at book
rates, which saved more than the cost of the covers, and made a handsomer
publication. In a y®?.r or two the ?'.it ion was almost sold out, and the
price on the last copies was raised.
The publication marked ny definite graduation to BNFdom. It also tended
to stamp fapdom with my version of its past. I hope the total effect has
not been bad.

Deletions immediately after publication were mixed. Laney seems to
have been scornful of th® thing at first, ?erhaps because he was just going
over to th® Knanve side in the first great LA3F3 blowup, but afterward was
impress? . hSJ told m? that i should be th®r« to lan up the praise that
was coming in, but i saw little of that. I had earnestly request?.! that
people write me about errors and omissions, and a few did, but perhaps more
wrote in very general terms of criticism.
Among those wno got specific, Ossie Train bitterly criticized an off
hand reference to himself, and an apparent rejection of my name where it
didn’t b®long. There were other criticisms based on the emphasis given to
fan feuds. Doubtless there was some justification to this, but when i
resolved az the outset not tc duplicate what was in the 3—F Check List, i
closed the doer on a large part of the constructive activity of fandom, its
i nfidi dual f an zines.

My self-criticism nas been as intense as any of this. b~..®n i found
what the second vers® was of ’’And my mind goes scaring upward”, i wished i
could expunge that. I felt, and feel, that certain classific’tions and

•

•
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attempted definitions, such as pamflets and
booklets, wer= uncalleid for (but none of
these were as bad as t he categories analysis
had listed for headings
>n). and that others should
have been different ’ey example, the
acof clubs should net .av
y caiieo- themselves
cording to whether
s cr soi.-thing else.
sociations or sous
Ideas i held at the tine: whitfh. were embodied
in Cy, such as the preference for regional
fan organizations, weie afterward changed,
and there are other little things here and
there that gave n: twinges. Perhaps
toughest test was
■,h6 in Lt whila
cadets looking u~
to watch
i looked on: it i
Iture

Yet there’s more pleasure than par.n to me in Fancyclopedia, and i give
which
some thought to its further development. For reasons
.
. Harry Warner
has pointed out, Gy is out of date now, even in its ne^rip-ion ;
woric before 19^. It would have been Tim-s«ue pseudo-obj-ctitity to speak
in the rast tense of nersons who were still active at the time of Pu^-lca
Mon but the oast tense is very appropriate now for most of them. Then
emphasis must change as the eunos’s for which something is to be used
1
wonder what, If anything, could be told aoout the
many personal things mentioned in the original, i^a revision were to be
produced for today's ranch larger and less closely knit fcn^om.
supplement or revision of ^encyclopedia was in my mini from the first,
Kh=n"i X: that corrections and additions b= sent in. .n the
coming
bne1- from Africa i start-1 a biographical index xnteniec. to accoci a..i< tn
X2»nt Which V0U1-. mention
article in the booh in which a given
person’.i name appeared. -The mov= for a 'supplement never got very far,
a

however.
has been seme interest in publishing ; revi s-d
Boggs
eoretically undertook this for the x<3^
edition. Once son
and Willis actually formes, a three-man committee to work on it. But last
year Boggs withdrew, on the; ground that he could not give the time to it
to carry out the revising a.nd updating as he believed it shoulc. be done.
' fandom have elapsed since 19^3 as elapsed from
For nearly as many years of
date, and it has been a much larger fandom,
the beginning of fandom to tn
harder
to keep track of.
more devoted to coining t-rms

This suggests the desirability of a large committee working on a re. /
„ot b-M-v- that it can be don- by a voluntary committee,
visien, but i do
to ciwrmel their impulse for
f ?"^Xiontasks has lissillusionel
me‘on that score, and Expert once with the H3? and the like has made me a

confirmed individualist in certain respects.
Fancyclopedia still
Y?t the thought of an uptodate and vastly
_
.
;
T v.ei ,Ten given it a none, using the augmentative sufiix -on,
but 1“classical student tells me. that the word encyclopedia is ultimately
of Greek origin, and the Latin suffix would not be appropriate. The i-roj-c
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as i imagine it would he very expensive in time and money, “but it would
"be ne plus ultra.
It would be a total encyclopedia of fan
tasy and fandom. It would combine in
itself all of the indexes of books and
prozine stories, and classify them decimally.
There would be comprehensive treatment of
all recognized aspects of fantasy instead
of the scattered Fancyclopedia articles
on dressed-up mundane, ghouls, ktp. There
would be basic biographical data on evary
author as well as every fan. On the stefnistic side, it would incorporate Pavlat’s
revision of the S-F Check List, including
?11 one-shot broadsides, though not neces
sarily with all the data about each which
Swisher and Pavlat compiled. All local
clubs as well as other organizations would
be,listed as a matter of course. Conven
tions, incidents, and terminology since
19^3 would be treated as fully as in the
original work. Almost everything in The
in some form. It—

Steady, Juffus. You wasted the better part of your youth on that stuff.
You wanta corrupt somebody else?

Jack Speer 19 May' $6
Do fans still "faunch”? —Don Wegars 1956
In the- bar drinking with Tony Boucher, I suggested that the next time some
one writes a story with stf fans for characters, like The Case of the Little
G-.reen Men or his Pocket to th#. Morgue, the author should, take a cue from
toney and write, in a Realistic style.

nYou know, put lots of queers in it ?f

Boucher seemed, delighte- with the ide: and he agreed that it should go
.over big with the serious .;cns emotive element of fandem.
Martin Alger, JSVOLTIF1 D3VTL0K-SNT
AT THY CHIC ON, FA?A Mig #61.
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l- xS sa.i at the outset that we dislike serials in fanzines.
But,
at vhe risk of soun'.ing li.se Pete Vorziiner, we have here a piece
which is toe good tc reject and too long (20,OGO words)to print in
one issue. So lari’s magnum opus will be serialized in Inn for the

If you really want to hear about it, the first thing you-111 probably want
uo snow is why I read stf, and all ths funny things I’ye said at conventions,
and how my parents give me odd looks when they see me with a fanzine, and all
that Korman G. Browne kind «f crud, but I don’t feel like going into it, if y^u
want to know the truth. In the first place, I hardly ever read stf, and in the
second, my parents are fans. Besides, I’m not going to tell you my goddam
memoirs ®r anything. Plenty of others have done that type crap: stories about
all the queers that belonged to the local fanclub, or about all of the bums
that would come to your nouse all the time begging a meal and a place to sleep
and then insult your mother, or come in drunk at four in the morning. No,
it’s net at a^-l like that; I'll .just tell you abtut this fakefan stuff that
happened to me around last Labor Pay just before I got gafia. I mean that’s
all I told X. A. about, and he’s my bro ther and all. Ee’s in Wisconsin, and
he just bought this new Jaguar car. Ee’s got a lot of dough, now. Ee didn’t
U.6P to. He uses. to De just a fan writer. He wrote this terrific fannish
story, ”The Skarf,” in cast? you nawr heard of him. It killed me. Now he’s
out in Wisconsin, being a filthy pro. If there's one thing I hate, it’s
stfmags. Pon't even mention them te me.

Where I want to start telling is the day I dropped out of PAPA. PAPA is
the Eentasy Amateur Press Association. You’ve probably heard of it, or seen
the ads, anyway... they’ve always got a line about it being the place ’"here old
fans go tc. die. Bike as if there was nothing in it but old guys. Strictly for
the birds. Uhere aren’t any more old fans in PAPA than in any other goddam
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fancluo. Maybe two oi them.
they .entered FAPA.

If that many.

And they were probablv o’d when
*
v

Anyway, it wag the Saturday I got a shone call from Patlav telling me that
a. d eon cropped ± rom --/-PA and asking me to come over and see him. I forgot to
tell you about that. 1 wasn’t going to get any more mailings after the August
one, on account o+ I hadn’t fulfilled my activity requirements. They gave me
frequent warnings to start publishing—especially at the end of eachvear of
my membership, when I had to dash off a fanzine—but this time I didn’t do it.
oo 1 got the ax. They.give guys the ax quite frequently in FAPA. It has a
I^really^as11^0^1' SinC3 thsy passed thc amendment raising activity standards.

Anyway, it was September and all, and- kind of cold, so I got to Patlav’s
nouse as fast as I could- JBoy, I rang that doorbell fast when I got to old
Patlav’s place. 1 was really frozen. I could hardly move my fingers at all.
I couldn’t even have typed now is the time for all good fen to come to the
bheerbhust. I really ^.-inldn’t have.
Patlav opened the door and we went into his room
I was sort of sorry I’d come. He was re;
MASQJJS, and everything smelled like cor
rection fluid. It was pretty depressing

The minute I went in,

Well, righ t away
tarted. "What’s
the matter with you, boy?" old Patlav
said. He said it pretty tough, too,
him. "How many pages did you publish
this year?"

’’Five. ”
"Five. And what place did you get
in the FAPA popularity pell?"

"Pat lav

"Fortieth. I got a vote as an
artist,' I said, "because I did ali them drawings one night at a bheerbhust.
I mean I didn’t have to do any work on them at all hardly, except stencil them."

_
you out beoauBe
c’-iin't have your activity reouirements in,1'
ratlav said., de was the secretary-treasurer. Would you care to' hear the one
page tost you wrote this year?" he asked;
"Ko, not very much," I said. He read it anyway, though,
a guy when he wants to do something.

You can1t step

W-l_, this is another zine being hacked out to make activity reouirements
or maybe come close. Or something. Wfio cares? Sometimes I wonder if
I do. It's too much work writing stuff for FAPA. Besides, I don't have
anything to say. I really don’t.
I had to sit there and U.S ten to that crap.

It certainly was a dirty

^11,_ since I don’t have anything to say, I guess I’ll say nothing.
-joining. mere, I said it. And. yes, I know that is terrible. Put I
really don’t have anything to say at all, and I have to fill up this~
goddam peg- seme way, don’t I? Hey, I think I’ll write a poem. That
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takes up a lot of space.

Little Willie, with chagrin,
PuHeo. out his typer and put some paper in.
Didn’t have a thing tc say, just like me,
But had to make up his activity.

He stopped reading and put my mag down. I was "beginning to sort *f hate
him. "Your editorial, shall «e say, ends there. It was all double spaced." He
said it sarcastic as hell. "Do you blame me for dropping you?" he asked.
I

"No I

’

-

I certainly don’t," I said.

"How do you feel about s&l this? I’d be very interested to know. Ver;;
interested." He was always repeating himself. Boy, it made me mad. "If I’m
not mistaken, I believe you also had to drop out of SABA and 7APA." He didn’t
say it just sarcastic, but sort of nasty, too.

"I didn’t have too muc£ difficulty in 7AFA, " I told him.
get drowned or anything. I just quit, sort of."

"I didn’t exactly

"Why, may I ask?"
"Why? Oh, it’s uretty complicated." I diun’t feel like going into the
whole thing with him. One of the biggest reasons I quit 7 ABA was because it
was”so full of phonies. That’s all. Bor instance, they had this guy who put
your name on the list and never even asked you if you wanted to join. I can’t
stand that stuff. H ‘rated that goddam 7 ABA,
Old Batlav asked me, "Din’t you even care about egoboo?"

"Oh, I care about it, all right. Sure.
for a minute. "But not too much, I guess."
"You will," old Batlav said.

Sure, I do."

"You will, bey.

I thought about it

You will when it’s too late."

I didn’t like hearing him say that. It made me sound like I was out of
fandom or something. It was very depressing. "I guess I will," I said. All
cf a sudden I just coulin’t stand to stay in that damnea place, vritn tnat copy
of KASQO sitting there and the mimeo over in the corner and the cruddy smell
of correction fluid all over the place. "Look," I said, " I e-.ghtka-^o ." He
started to say something- again, but I cut in on him. He was probably just
going to lecture me again. "I’ll be all right. I’m just gafiating right now.
Everybody gafiates and all, don’t they?"
"I don’t know," he muttered.

"Sure. Sure they do," I said.
"I mean it."

"I don’t know."
I hated the way he kept repeating himself.

The> we shook hands. And all that crap. It made me feel sad as hell,
though. After I left he yelled something at me, but I couldn’t exactly hear him.
I’m pretty sure he yelled, "’Alio sawed Courtney’s boat?" at ne. I hope not. I
hope’to Ghu not. I’d never yell that at anybody. It sounds terrible, when you
think about it.
II.
I’m the most terrific hoaxter you ever saw in your life. It’s awful. If
I’m on my way to the corner store to buy some stencils, even, and somebody asks
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me where I’m going, I’m liable to say I'm going to a convention. It's terrible.
So when I told, old Patlav I had to go, that was a lie. I didn't have any
place special to go. I really didn't.
I went back to the elanshack and grabbed a fanzine to read, and then I
jut on this oeanie that I'd bought in town that day. It was this red and green
beanie, with one of these very, very big propellers. It only cost me 69^.
The way I wore it, I bent the stem of the propeller so it was sticking toward
the back—very corny, I’ll admit, but I liked it that way. I looked good in
it that way. Then I sat down in a chair with the fanzine. There were two
chairs in every room. I had one and my room-mate, Ward Fanletter, had one.

This fanzine I was reading was one I'd got in the mail the day before, as
a sample copy. I thought it was going to stink, but it didn't. It was very
fannish. I’m ^uite illiterate, but I can read fanzines. My favorite fan writer
is my orotner n. A., and my next favorite is Bob Tucker. My brother gave me a
book oy Tucker, on^y it was signed Wilson Tucker. It had all these fan names
in it, even though it was a stf novel. It had Lee Hoffman as a young kid who
gets killed. That killed me, it really did. khat I like best is a book that's
xunny once in awhile. I read a lot of classical books like "The Catcher in the
Itye" and all, and I like them, but I don't glee over them at all. What I
really glee over, I really glee over a book that, when you're all done reading
it, you wish the author that wrote it was a terrific friend of yours and you
could call him up whenever you felt like it. I wouldn't mind calling this Bob
Tucker up, except that II A. told me he’s dead.
Anyway, I put on my beanie and sat d <n and started reading that fanzine,
ATTRIBUTION. I'd only read about a page,
in the door. Bven without looking up,
I knew right away who it was. It was
Robert Acne, this guy that roomed right
next to me. About 85 times a day old
Acne barged in on me, and he never
knocked. He was a very funny guy. He'd
been in FABA for four years, but nobody
evQr called him anything except "Acne.H
He had this terrific sensitive fannish
face, but he never brushed his teeth.
He said he used to have a toothbrush,
but now* he just used it to clean the
keys on his typer when he was stencil
ling. And he had pimples all over his wk
of a fugghead. I didn’t like him very much, to tell the truth.

He just stood there at the door, lotking around tc see if old Fanletter
was home. He hated Fanletter's guts,. Then he said "Hi" and eame in. I
dicin't look up. I just said "Hi" back. He started walking around the room,
picking up my personal stuff. He always did that. Ghu, it made me mad.' It
really did. All the time he did that. I peeked around and saw him looking
at my gallery of fan pictures. He always looked at them, and then put them
back in the wrong place. Then he came over and looked ov-r my shoulder,
standing right in my light. "What the hellya reading?" he said.
"Goddam fanzine."

"Any good?" he said.
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"This sentence I'm reading is terrific." I can he quite sarcastic when
I’m in the mood. "I’ve read the same sentence twenty times since you came
in." He didn’t get the hint, though. He just started walking around the
room picking up my personal stuff and Fanletter's. Finally I put the fanzin§
down." You couldn't read anything when Acne was around. You really wouldn't.

I yawned and settled way the hell down in my chair and watched old Acne
making himself to home. Then I started horsing around a little hit. What I
did was, I pulled my beanie down over my eyes. "I think I'm going ’blind,"
I said in this very sensitive fannish voice, '‘.everything's getting so dark
in here."
"You're nuts.

I swear to Ghu," Acne said.

"Acne, giire me a couple bottles of bheer. Please give me two bheers,
because I’m already blind drunk. Aw come on, be a T3XAN."
"For the love of Ghu, what for?"

"I'm gonna make a pair ®f glasses out of the bottoms of the oottles."
I started groping around in front of me, like a blind guy, and I -<cut saying,
"Acne, why won't you give me the bheer?"
"For the love of Ghu, don’t be a fugghead.”

It sure annoyed the hell out of old Acne. I was feeling sort of sadistic,
the way I io sometimes when I write fanzine reviews. Finally I quit, though.
I pulled the beanie back up on my head and sat back.
"Whose is this?" Acne said. He was holding the first issue of my room
mate's fanzine. That guy Acne would pick up anything. _ He'd even read some
of that crud that old Hanletter had written two years oeforc, out loud.
.
told him it was Fanletter's and he threw it on the bed. He took anotner look
at ny beanie. "You're supposed to wear those at conventions, ne sax a.
"That’s a convention beanie."

"Like hell it is," I said. "I wear it when I'm gafiating.
gafia beanie. Sven Fanletter says so.”
He sat down and scratched himself.
fugghead," he said.

It's a

"That Fanletter’s a conceito.i

"rfe’s sort of fuggheaded, but he’s very generous," I shid. "Look. Sup
pose Fanletter had an article you liked. You know what he'd do? ned -et
von print it. He really would. Or maybe he’d even stencil :.t up xor you.
Most guys wouldn't even—"
"Hell, ’■ if I had as much material as he has, I would too. '
"Na you wouldn't, Acne kid.
goddamn Hilison."

If you had his material you'd be another

"Stop calling me ’Acne kid,' Ghu damn it.
enough to be your sponsor for .ne

I’ve been in, f ar-_cng

tt-T-ka
” T said. Bov, he never missed a chance to let you know he
was a fiXXLmite. "In the first -laeo, I wouldn't Join the g05£» HJJ.

The Cacher of the Hye
All of a sudden the door opened, and
old Fanletter barged in. "Hey, you
doin’ anything special tonight?" he
yelled at mo.

F
A
N

E

nI don’t know.

I might.”

”No kiddin’,” Fanletter said, "if yo^
ain't doin’ anything special how's
about letting me wear your new beanie
tonight? I broke the prop on mine.”
Ee t»ok the beanie and put it by the
stick
it
on
his
head
fast
when he went out the door. Then
door, so he coul
*Acne.
had.
left.
he went in the bathroom to shave.
E

’’Where’s the femnefan?” I asked
"She’s waiting at her house.

We’re going out to the planetarium.

end. of part one
Aft°r reading my 7 pages of comments on Warner’s "Close of a Fan Career/ my
wife said to ms’, ”Is there ao possibility of your dying in bed -ith me?

"No.1" I declared. "I am going to die ’in harness': sitting at my typewriter,
reading a magazine, attending a meeting, talking at a Convention. I am going
on and on and on, like Al Jolson; everybody around me will drop, but I will
still be a fan .'”
rporry,” she said, petting me to calm me down, "don’t you worry about it,
there" is no doubt about it that you are unique, that nobody loves science
fiction as much as you do/
Blit she had planted a seed of doubt in my mind. With anxiety falsetto-ing
Swear to me you would.
' • if I should die in bedr
my voice I said, "What — what
you
found
me
at
my typewriter with
keep my guilty secret and tell the world
roy fingers on the keys s—t—f."

itThev win find vou at your typewriter,” she promised. "But there will be
a message in it:' I HATS SCI3NC3 FICTION, signed Forrest Ackerman.
Forrest Ackerman, "2nd As A Fan,”
HORIZONS' ^A6, Spring, 19:.1.

It was not a full Insurgent meeting, as the only other members ^resent was
Killdozer Botsler, who kept popping in and out all day, and was so preoccupied
that he swelled my name wrong in letters two inches high, something I xound
most unforgiveable... I've never spelled ztotslar wrong.
“liuh
,'.u rg<

nGo away, W, and stop nuzzlir

v "An Outlander at an la
sting, " BWESLINGS, May, 1951-

it is not seemly. '
EFHBLINGS
Aug. 19^8

My good friend David Hike, who is a Clear
Thinking, Clean Minded person, has pointed out to
me a Vicious Communistic Plot which is going on
in fandom right now. Ordinarily, I have little
concern for the cares of fandom, since it is
filled, for the main, with Communists, Homoseztuals,
and Rigger-lovers, but this particular conspiracy
is so degraded, immoral, and cowardly that it
shocked even me. It got me so mad that I "blew
a fuse,IT which prompted Dave to make the comment
that I should be called "Wet Cell" from now on.
Now, Dave is my friend, and so I can forgive- him
this remark, as I am well-known for my fairmindedness.
But I cannot forgive the conspirators who
are trying to drum me out of fandom!

It all started, for me, when Dave mentioned
that I had received a goodly amount of egoboo from
one Boyd Raeburn in a recent PAPA magazine. Mr. Raeburn
said that he thought a quote-cover I had done on BIASPAR was one of the best
he’d seen. Naturally, I was quite pleased at this comment, since it upheld
my own opinion, but at the time I did not know the purpose behind it. I
remarked" to Dave that fans seemed to like my quotes, and reminded him of a
comment by Lee Hoffman that she had liked my interlineations in an earlier
issue of DIASPAR.

"Yes," said Dave thoughtfully, "but
perhaps this is all not for the best.
Have you stopped to think that this may
be a Filthy Communistic Plot? Perhaps
they are trying to get you to think
that your main skill is in selecting
quotes, so that you’ll eventually decide
to publish a successor to FILLDR, Norman
G-. Browne's erstwhile mag. And both of
us know that Browne, being a Canadian,
is engaged in various UnAmerican Activi
ties. Why, if you should do such a
thing as issue a FILLDR-type mag, it’d
be a simple matter for these people to
link your name with Browne’s, and there
by drum you out of fandom.
•fnc action (HitevKAQ

"My God!" I said, though I am an atheist.
"Dave, you are undoubtedly right, since
we both know that there are many plots
against my person in fandom. Fans just
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can’t stand Eight Thinking because it is above
theii low moral standards, and subconsciously they
know they are Wrong, All Wrong in thinking dif
ferently, and so they oppose me all the more
strongly, even to the extent of attacking me for
no reason at all.
"Yes," said Dave, "and of course Boyd Daeburn
is Just an UnAmerican as Browne, which makes it
all very logical. Besides, he is a fellow
traveler with Kidder and Steward, two other
notorious UnAmericans."

"And I understand'that Lee Hoffman left the
United States for awhile recently," I added,
"which shows that she considers other countries
better than ours—surely this proves that she is UnAmerican too I"
Dave agreed with me and cautioned me to be on my guard. Since then, the whole
thing has been preying on my mind, and to my deep astonishment I recently uncovered
an even earlier evidence of this filthy conspiracy. In the eighth issue of CONFAB
Gregg Calkins, in a discussion of interlineations, quoted several of mine from
VULCAN #5 as some of the best he had read’

This shocked me even more, since it is well-known that Mr. Calkins was until
recently, and certainly at the time of that letter, in the Marine Corps. Nat
urally I hesitate to call Mr. Calkins UnAmerican, since it has always been my
firm belief that members of our proud Armed Forces are Patriotic as the newfallen snow, and uncorruptable. However, the evidence is all against Mr.
Calkins...and in fact, he is uro ven guilty, since he does not belong to the
American Legion, a patriotic organization to which every Loyal American should
belong.
Therefore, I issue this warning to Boyd Eaeburn, Lee Hoffman Shaw, and G-regg
Calkins (the three conspirators): I will not put out a FILLBB-type magazine
either now or at any time in the future. I have nev-r done so in the past, nor
have I even felt an urge to do so. I
fully realize that Norman G. Browne is
UnAmerican, and I Join all intelligent
people of the world in deploring UnAm-ricans. I am "on to" your Fascistic
scheme, you see

To the rest of the readership, I can only
reaffirm my deepest beliefs in the Ane:: ■
ican Way of Life, Democracy, and my ad
miration for Senator Joseph McCarthy.
If we had someone like Senator McCarthy
in fandom, it would be a better place.

1-rry Carr

BOU 3LL1K-,- 277 Pomona, Long: Leach, California

T he ?ic of 3vans makes him look rem?rk-bly young-. I think it’s the
snortshirt you. have him in. He looks much more Mature (his word, for Old) in
a gray or dusty brovai jacket. And the cigar 13 inherent. Oghod, the scene
he made at New York about Berkeley getting the con in '57- ’’Because Thelma
and I can’t afford to go to London; why, we figured it out, and it w£uj.d be
cheaper to, go to Australia.” To which people answered silently that it would
be quite all right by them if he went to Australia...as a matter of fact,
it would be a good idea...silently, of course. 3 ver white down subvocalized
quotes?
Say, you have no cause to complain about stratification of fen. X
hobnobbed with Loyd Baeburn, John Hitchcock, Rich 3ney, Al Kirs, Bick Blling—
ton, Art Saha, Bon Smith, C7 ril I'.ornbluth, Tucker Liebscher, —well, it was
quite a fannish con when you come right down to it. I <.idn’t actually hobnob
with them... I guess it would be more accurate if you said I went around
nulling pant-legs and shoe-laces, trying to get autographs. I’m a bug on
autographs. My center of action was ^-03, which was Eitchcock/White/Stark/
3ney’s room. Kirs and I slept there most of the time. Of course...us •’ ordin
ary fans” must hang around on our o^n level most of the time—like the time
I Wouldn’t shake off Earlan Sill-ion. Bch.

Brandonia fascinates me.

Condit has just given Brandon the cleanest
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I’llik is fascinated

bxla of health I could ask for—but even before, I enjoyed his writing. liven
if I can’t remember his :ir.oc-;;J2.nish efforts in Boo .’n, I remember iU neofannish
efforts in BOO.1, and anybody who wrote for Bo'cb Stewart is a Good Man. /In
case you’re wondering: yes, Bean A. Grennell did write for Boob Stewart^/
This reeks of Barbee, as a matter of fact. Eas Brandon been reading Barbee?
It’s not anywhere as near as good as Barbee...for instance, Barb wouldn’t
write ^craddy11. He’d make it mor? subtle.

valt

in:

170 Upper New towns rd s 3d., Belfast, N. Ireland

This seems to be it. It was hard to
keep track of you while you were continually
flitting from title to title like that: now
that you've settled on one, both you and it
look so much more solid and convincing,
ilimeography—good mimeography too—helps as
well, and altogether one feels that Southern
California fandom has established itself
finally into a structure of almost monolithic
grandeur, a pillar which' contemporary fandom
could certainly do with.

A ©.a

rVfl'XiScO

IVhich reminds me that I feel bound to
say that this project of yours to Build a
Tower to the Moon out of Bheer Cans is a
sneaky way to steal a march from British Eandom. As you know full well in your Machiavellian cunning,
does not come in cans, and you cannot make a satisfactory tower out of bottles.
However, we have thought up a way to beat you to the Moon all the same. We
are enrolling British random in a glorious project to build a spaceship
drive out of Guinness bottles. The entire rear of the spaceship will be
filled with serried ranks of bottles of Guinness and pressure built up in
them by rhythmically agitating the whole ship, preferably by unisoned
hiccups. Gn the command ’’Blasht, (hie) off .m all the caps will be pried off
simultaneously by an ingenious arrangement of levers and controls, and the
noble vessel will jet off into the empyrean on a column of foam. The only
problem still to be solved is how to salvage the fuel...though there is a
suggestion from those hot actually taking part in the ascent that the London
Worldcon be held in a dry swimming batch and the launching be made from there.
I like to see British cons reported in US fmz, especially when it’s done
as well as lion Bennett does it here. Hmm, it wasn’t such a bad convention
after all, I suppose. The bit he quotes from the Liverpool play about Hobin
Hood’s mob (Hoodlums?) reminds me of additional dialogue I suggested at the
time, when they introduced the character Maid Marriott.

ritlio’ s Maid Marriott?”

’’Who hasn’t?”
This is of course an allusion to the young lady who is the joy of the
younger London Circle members. I hear that_their most popular form of fanac
is tattooing chain letters on her torso. /’fho sez fandom is just a goddam
hobby!/

Innvective—III, Boggs "bags to differ

IEDD BOGGS, 2209 Highland Place N. 3., Minneapolis 21, Minn.
What makes you think "The 51 Steps* appeared in Tangent?

If you think I looked this up in my files just to embarrass you, be
informed that I didn’t have to look it up. lifter all, I published it myself
—in PAPA Potlatch, winter 1951-2. Its only connection with Tangent vias
that it was rejected there, and sent to me on stencil.
/The mistake was not Dave’s, but mine—I got the quote mixed up with one we
were taking from the Durbee piece in the Tangent in question. As a matter of
fact, Dave mentioned the error to me as soon as I had typed the .stencil. But
I said, nWhat the hell, it’ll get us a comment from Hedd Boggs.£/
A/2C DAK L. ADKIHS, AF 155^0088, 3®6th’ OCBTPAEOK (SUPP), Sox 5, Stead A.F.B.,
Keno, Kevada
I bought around 12 of 31vis Presley’s
records, seen him a person, drawn him from
mags, and am one big fan of his. Also a fan
of BAB recon s and most popular singers,
like Johnnie Pay, Bellyfonty and exc. I like
Wild Bill Davidson and such too.

But I go all out for Blvis, and do his
motions when I listen to him unless it’s where
I shouldn't. I wear pegged pants (usually
pegged jeans) and turned up collar. I don’t
smoke, drink, or go to church.
At the moment I'm working on a series
of pencil drawings of teenagers. Also,
drawing for fanzines of course.

Think I’ll put my name on the FATA waiting list just to pass the time. TomO
As I went by ths Leipiar woman I heard a fragment of her loud monolog (she has
a baritone voice) that went something like this: ”1 straightened out Horry.
I told him to come out of his shell and live 1 I feel I am IOO7O responsible
for this party.” As I went on I mused that this gathering was exactly like
hundreds of other gatherings Ackerman had attended and been the host of. Later
I was gathered in by someone and introduced to this Louise Leipiar who may or
mhy not believe in transmigration of souls. "I've heard of you,” I said.
"Kothing gooe, ” she said. "Ko," I said, "though I did hear you were easily
excited.” Her eyes flashed and her breath shortened. "I am not?’ she bellowed
like a great jungle beast. ”1 am alwgys...” here she was quick to see she was
being baited so she continued in a lower voice, even working in a smile..."why,
I'm always calm and cool as a cucumber, I never get excited. -- wouldn't hurt
a fly.”
"I guess not,” I said. "Well, I'll have to tell Laney I met you, I 11
describe you and say she’s not a bad kid, except that she gets
'.ted easily.'■
—Charles Burbee, in Tangent #2 maybe, Sprilig, 1952.

Yeu’re receiving jNlWSlTDO. and there’s a reason, you know.
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